
PART C  Other ICT statistics material 

ICT compendium releases 
If you have the information readily available, please provide references to such outputs or provide the 
outputs themselves as URLs or emailed as attached files. 
 
'Informationssamfundet Danmark' (Information Society Denmark). Yearly collection of statistics on ICT and 
the knowledge based society. See www.dst.dk/it. 
'Nøgletal om informationssamfundet Danmark'. Also available in English: 'Key figures on Information 
Society Denmark'. See www.dst.dk/it and www.dst.dk/ict respectively.  
 
Analytical and related work based on official register-based statistics 
Official register-based statistics on enterprises, persons and products is regularly used in publications 
concerning ICT. The two most used registers for ICT statistics are a register on persons and education and 
a general enterprise register.  
 
The education and employment register makes it possible to identify those persons who either work in the 
ICT sector or have an ICT education. Data from the person registers is the basis for analyzing the 
composition of formal educational qualifications in the ICT sector and qualifications on ICT in society in 
general. Furthermore, the person registers contain information on unemployment – allowing for data on 
unemployment for ICT-educated persons. 
 
The Business register contains information on various structural variables, such as form of ownership and 
geographical information. It also includes information on accounts – e.g. value added, wages and salaries.  
 
Finally, the registers allow the possibility to combine surveys on ICT with background information on either 
persons or enterprises. This combination makes the selection of the survey more precise and makes it 
possible to undertake regression analysis on correlations between e.g. value added and use of ICT in 
enterprises. The combination between registers and surveys on ICT is expected to be a central instrument 
in improving the coverage of ICT’s importance.  
 
For further information: 
 
Description of register on education and employment: 
Education and employment of the population 
 
Description of register on general enterprise statistics: 
General enterprise statistics 
 
Several publications on ICT and the knowledge based society made for the Danish Ministry of 
Research: www.vtu.dk .  

 
Information about ICT statistical work (future plans, strategies, experiences etc) 
If you have the information readily available, please provide descriptions of such work or provide material 
as URLs or emailed as attached files. 
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